Rheology of a polymer-based hybrid suspension composed of concentrated poly[(D,L-lactide)-co-glycolide] solution and inorganic salt particles.
Suspensions composed of a solution of a biodegradable polyester in a volatile organic solvent, and solid inorganic particles of size in the order of hundreds of microns have been very important in the fabrication of porous scaffolds in the field of tissue engineering. This article reports the basic rheological investigations of this complex fluid type. A Couette geometry covered by silicon oil was found to be an appropriate geometry to retain stability of the rheological measurements. Suspension viscosity increased with the particle volume fraction, and the extent of the increase was much larger than that predicted by the Einstein suspension equation. Both start-up dynamics at the inception of steady shear and relaxation after an abrupt change of oscillatory shear frequency in the suspension showed significantly different behaviors from those in the associated polymer solution. Particle reorganization upon change of rheological state was anticipated.